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Dear Alan Jones,

The Scientific Committee of the Impact by Designing - ARENA Third Annual Conference is happy to inform you that your abstract with title *Recalling Frank: Better late than never (Working Title)* has been read with great interest. We are delighted to inform you that we would like to include your research in the program of the ARENA Third Annual Conference - Impact by Designing. Your abstract has been accepted as a paper. May we kindly ask you to notify your co-authors, if any, of this acceptance?

We now invite you to prepare a paper, based on your abstract. You will need to submit a full paper for review (+ specifications) **by February 15, 2017**.

The submission of papers will be handled by a web-based paper preparation system ("ProceeDings"). Please expect an invitation mail containing all details later this week.

Please note that the acceptance of your abstract is only valid if the presenting author is (or will be) registered for the Conference, **by February 15, 2017**. Please register for the Conference through the following link. Presenting authors who do not register before this date, will be automatically excluded from the program. Participation in the conference and payment of the registration fee are mandatory to have your paper included in the proceedings.

Thank you for your interest and congratulations on your acceptance. We look forward to seeing you in Leuven!

Kind regards,
The organising and scientific committee of the ARENA Third Annual Conference - Impact by Designing

More information? Please visit our website, or contact us at impact.architecture@kuleuven.be.